Memorandum of Agreement
Society of American Military Engineers and Homes for Our Troops

The terms and conditions outlined in this Memorandum of Agreement will guide the Society of American Military Engineers (SAME) and Homes for Our Troops (HFOT). Its execution recognizes the intent of both organizations to form a strategic alliance to facilitate collaboration, education and information sharing to support and empower veterans through the process of building suitable homes for those who have been injured (visibly or not) in service to our Nation. SAME recognizes the scope of expertise required from the architecture, engineering, and construction fields (A/E/C) in order to build homes all over the country. No money will be exchanged with this partnership.

Marketing: SAME and HFOT agree to acknowledge this partnership through social media. SAME will announce the partnership in RealTIME, the Society’s e-newsletter. HFOT will announce the partnership through similar marketing efforts. SAME will provide one 10x10 booth space and associated registrations to HFOT at the Joint Engineer Training Conference (JETC), held annually at the end of May. HFOT will be responsible for travel and lodging at the event.

Local Coordination. SAME will communicate the partnership with Post leadership via targeted marketing efforts. SAME will share Post Leadership contacts by request for a particular Post/area of interest to HFOT. Posts are a valuable resource for corporate partners, local building code interpretation, and engineering support.

Future Collaboration. SAME agrees to collaborate with HFOT on future opportunities that benefit veterans to include possible speaking opportunities at conferences. SAME and HFOT will collaborate on potential podcast opportunities.

Term of Memorandum of Agreement. SAME and HFOT both agree that this memorandum is effective as of the date of signing by the Executive Director of each association and shall continue until either or both parties, with 90 days written notice, declare it null and void. This agreement may be supplemented by additional operating agreements to be signed by the parties to this MOA.
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